


Vision 

To create an authentic southern  
Italian subscription food box. Each box 

will include different recipes with all  
the ingredients being fresh and 

specifically measured out. The box will 
also include age-specific recipe cards 

so that all the family can get involved to 
help create a homemade meal.



Mission

Our mission at Cibo is to capture the 
core Italian values of family and food. 
Italians spend many hours around the 

table eating their meals and talking. All 
ages eat together, mealtimes are the 

heart of an Italian family. 



Values

We are an authentic expression or experience of  
freedom, joy, and happiness, which can be experienced 

with others or with oneself. In a shared experience,  
fun releases or creates a euphoria of a deeper bond 
between people. Fun lightens burdens and fun also  

creates memorable experiences.

We are a family brand who respect, protect, nurture, 
encourage, and draw strength from all family relationships.

Fun . Family . Food



Objectives

- To bring families closer together 
through the concept of food

 
- To create an exciting authentic 

southern Italian food subscription box 

- To create new and successful 
branding and packaging 

- To create age-specific recipe cards 

Objectives



Illustrations



Shipping Box - 40x30x24cm
This box will contain all of the goodies that are being shipped. 



Chilled Food Box - 20x12x16cm
This box goes inside the shipping box for all of the ingredients that need to be kept chilled, like meat, fish, and cheese.



Dry Store Ingredients Bag
This bag goes inside the shipping box and will contain any ingredients that do not need to be kept chilled.



Foil Cellophane Bag For Dry Store Ingredients
For ingredients like, grated cheese, baby leaf salad, breadcrumbs, fresh parsley, dried oregano, and cherry tomatoes. 



Canned Food 
For ingredients like, chopped tomatoes, whole tomatoes, tomato paste, and olives.



Spaghetti Box



Meat / Fish Packaging



Ice Packs For Fridge Food
Ice packs are included to keep the box for the chilled ingredients fresh. 



Recipe Card For Adults - A4 - Spaghetti



Recipe Card For Children - A5 - Spaghetti



Recipe Card For Adults - A4 - Chicken In Breadcrumbs



Recipe Card For Children - A5 - Chicken In Breadcrumbs



Recipe Card For Adults - A4 - Fish Parcels



Recipe Card For Children - A5 - Fish Parcels




